S A V IN G TIME
F O R PAT I E NTS

S E R VICE SCH EDULIN G & ROUT E OPT IMI Z A TI O N
Field management and routing capabilities provide optimal
appointment scheduling with real-time corrections giving your
caregivers more time with their patients.

SECURE SERVICE & VISIT VERIFICATI O N
Case management and data collection flows directly into your
existing EHR system through a secure SOC II Type 2 and
HIPAA-compliant platform with Electronic Visit Verification compliant with the Federal EVV mandate requirements.

C OMMUN ICAT ION S & COLLABORAT I O N
Streamline top-down and interdisciplinary team communications
through secure messaging, surveys, file-sharing, chats, and in-app
calling. The easy-to-use communications platform ensures the
right information gets to the right people at the right time.

ROBUST REPORTING & SIMPLE ADMINISTRATION

FieldCentric for
Healthcare is a secure
platform for home
health scheduling,
route management,
electronic visit
verification, case
processing, and team
engagement.
The FieldCentric
platform integrates
with your existing EHR
system and leverages
the features of
industry-leading
software partners to
provide a unified mobile
experience.

FieldCentric.com

Understand what's happening on the front-line with real-time performance reporting that improves oversight and accountability.
Intuitive team and user-management tools make the solution easy
to deploy across your organization.

A.I.-POW ERED SU PPORT
The built-in A.I. Virtual Assistant helps automate tasks and
connects to enterprise knowledge portals.

IN CREASED CAREGIVER EN GAGEMENT
Real-time scheduling and tools through the user-friendly platform
that simplifies workflow increases caregiver performance and
continuity of service quality.

KRONOS WORKFORCE DIMENSIONS INTEGRATION
FieldCentric is integrated with Kronos Workforce Dimensions the
leading provider of enterprise Workforce Management solutions.

CAREGIVER CONVENIENCE + COMPLIANCE

FieldCentric provides all the tools home care service providers need to
manage their schedules, collaborate with their colleagues, and give individualized care to their patients. The simple, unified platform for home care
eliminates time wasted managing schedules, traveling non-optimal routes,
and switching between multiple tools to perform quality service.
FieldCentric optimizes home care delivery giving each caregiver more time
to spend caring for their patients.

Caregivers receive company bulletins and
team messages when their work-day begins.
They may respond to surveys or engage in
team discussions as they plan for the day.
Caregivers’ appointments are scheduled
by optimized routes and service
requirements. Travel routes are provided
for the caregiver and locations tracked.

When caregivers arrive at their appointment
location, they “clock in” and may begin the
specified point-of-care services and
documentation securely through the app.
Completing an appointment, FieldCentric
captures time-stamped location markers
to ensure Electronic Visit Verification
for the paitent care session.

Available on

